Nistica Secures $8.5M Financing
Explosive bandwidth growth drives capacity expansion and new product launch
BRIDGEWATER, NEW JERSEY, USA February 1, 2011 – Nistica, a leading supplier of agile optical
networking modules, announced a funding round of $8.5-million, a combination of equity and debt
financing. Battelle Ventures and Technology Venture Partners co-led the $5.5M Series D equity
round, while MMV Financial provided $3M of debt financing. Novitas Capital, Fujikura Limited, NTT
Electronics Corporation (NEL), MMV Investment Partners and other individual investors participated
in the equity financing.
“The rapid expansion of high-bandwidth mobile devices and the emergence of cloud computing has
significantly increased the need for agile optical networking devices that simplify bandwidth
provisioning,” said Bryson Hollimon of Technology Venture Partners. “TVP has been a supporter of
Nistica since its inception, and the company’s spectacular progress in 2010 has led to this successful
investment round.”
“We have delivered Telcordia-certified FULL FLEDGE modules with full grid-flexibility since day one,
and our customers are leveraging the future-proof nature of our wavelength selective switches in
winning new business,” remarked Ashish Vengsarkar, CEO of Nistica. “The infusion of Series D
funding allows us to launch new products that enable the creation of colorless, directionless
networks unconstrained by grids.”
“We are delighted that our corporate strategic partners Fujikura and NEL have joined us in this
investment round,” added Ralph Taylor Smith of Battelle Ventures, “This round of funding further
bolsters Nistica’s balance sheet and positions the company to scale without financial constraints.”
The Nistica team will be present in Los Angeles from March 6 – March 11, 2011, attending OFC 2011,
and will launch new products aimed at simplifying optical networks.
About Nistica
Nistica is a global supplier of agile optical modules that simplify, automate and make affordable the
delivery of high-bandwidth applications, enabling systems providers across multiple industries to
meet ever-increasing demand. Formed in January 2005, Nistica is funded by Battelle Ventures,
Novitas Capital, Technology Venture Partners, Fujikura Ltd., NTT Electronics, NJEDA, MMV Financial
and notable individual investors. The company is working with DLP® Technology from Texas
Instruments and has partnered with industry leaders to expand its global reach and scale production.
For more information, visit the company website, www.nistica.com
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